
In the years between 1906-1915 Swedish artist and pioneer within 
abstract painting, Hilma af Klint, created a great collection of works know 
as “Paintings to the Temple”. The collection contains 193 works in to-
tal, distributed chronologically over ten groups. Each group unfolds a 
theme within Hilmas perception of the spiritual dimensions over our ex-
istens. They articulate specific messages and atmospheres with individual 
colour schemes, shapes and compositions, letters, symbols and figurative 
elements. The synopsis of the entire message in Paintings to the Temple 
is conveyed in “The Three Altar Pieces”, constituting the final group X.

In our Temple for Hilma each group from I to X in Paintings to the Temple 
is interpreted in ten separate volumes. Each volume is shaped and dis-
tributed to consolidate a specific atmosphere and disposition to mark the 
ten groups as essential definers of the museums spatiality and progress of 
space. All volumes are combined to create one movement through the 
universe of Hilma af Klint, some spanning from ground to roof, being the 
main supporting elements of the entire structure, some soaring in be-
tween. The user is introduced to the works chronologically, starting and 
ending in a fix point containing an external spiral staircase that leads to 
the beginning of the exhibition, and connects the ground, the museum and 
the top floor. Inside this core is Group X located encircled by an internal 
staircase that marks the end of the journey, leading up to the top floor.

The user arrives at the museum from either north or south and is lead under 
the museum by a softly sloping landscape two meters under ground, ending 
in an outdoor entry space cloaked by a glass facade, drawing a horizontal line 
2.5 meters above the ocean. Down here, the concrete volumes for the Hilma 
a Klint exhibition is extruded vertically into core cones, that carry the second 
floor 10 meters above. From the main arrival directions the user is led in be-
tween the concrete cores and drawn towards an open spiral staircase. Using 
the voids between the five cores, that supports the roof, the atmosphere 
on the top floor light, spacious and open, contrasting the enclosed volumes 
in the Hilma af Klint exhibition space, and the shielded, dark entry space.
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1. Arrival
2. Entrance, Ticketing & Shop
3. Wardrope
4. Elevators
5. Museum
6. Rest Rooms
7. Temporary exhibition
8. Kitchen

9. Cafe
10. Auditorium
11. Offices & Employee 
facilities
12. Office kitchen
13.Storage & conservation 
facilities
14. Plant
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H A B I TAT  F O R  A B S T R A C T I O N

VIEW OVER THE CAFÉ ON TOP FLOOR

THE THREE ALTAR PIECES IN THE  TENTH GALLERY SEEN FROM ABOVE

MEETING BETWEEN BUILDING AND THE SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE

A  T E M P L E  F O R  H I L M A  A F  K L I N T


